
David Sharp – Fayetteville – 2000 

From Facebook on August 21, 2020 

Fayetteville history bit, and of interest to LODD researchers. Court of Appeals lawsuit, filed by the family 

of David Sharp against CSX Transportation. (The suit was settled in 2004.) Read the text at 

https://caselaw.findlaw.com/nc-court-of-appeals/1339696.html 

FFD Engineer Sharp died on March 17, 2000, after being ejected from the 1993 Pierce Arrow aerial 

tower he was driving, after it was struck by a train at the Cumberland Street crossing between Orange 

and Ramsey streets, while returning from an automatic fire alarm. He was the lone occupant of the 

apparatus. 

From details as noted in the lawsuit narrative, the crossing gate was down, due to a freight train that 

had passed, with the last rail car sitting just north of the intersection. The gate remained down, due to 

the position of the train. The freight train also obscured Sharp's view of the tracks to the north, and 

acted as a barrier against any sound made by any second train approaching from the north. 

This practice, of freight trains stopping for extended periods of time in proximity to crossing gates, was 

common and was well-known to residents and travelers in Fayetteville, including Sharp. After waiting for 

an extended period of time, Sharp apparently believed the gate was remaining lowered only because of 

the freight training. And because he was alone in the apparatus, he was prohibited by policy from 

operating the truck in reverse. 

As Sharp then crossed the tracks, his apparatus was struck by an Amtrak passenger train, whose 

approach was obscured by the freight train.  

Sharp, 31, was a twelve-year veteran of the Fayetteville FD. His surviving wife was pregnant with their 

first child. He was operating Truck 1, a rear-mounted platform that was acquired from Bonnie Doone FD.  

Unsure when FFD started staffing their ladder trucks with a full crew. Back in the day, say in the eighties, 

Ladder 1 and Ladder 2 responded on commercial fires, hospital fire alarms, etc., with just a driver. Their 



responses were rare.

 

 


